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Interior Designer is Britain's oldest magazine 
for professional interior designers and is 
firmly established as the premier source 
of inspiration for the interiors community. 
Published bi-monthly for professional interior 
designers, Interior Designer presents the best 
projects, products and people that directly 
influence and shape the industry. Each 
issue the magazine features top designer 
profiles of some of the industries most highly 
regarded professionals, a stunning gallery of 
projects and pages of news that take a look 
inside the latest goings on in the industry, 
including all the top events throughout the 
year. ID contributors are the A-list of the 
design community, including BIID members 
and influential industry gurus who are all 
at the top of their game. Interior Designer 
produces and delivers a high-end magazine 
of uncompromising quality to a wide audience 
of design professionals. 
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Explore the interiors world through 
pages of pioneering design  

concepts, brought to life by the  
best designers in the industry.

Interior Designer promotes trend-led 
design innovations to its intuitive readers

Interior Designer is read extensively by the design community and continues to attract new 
readers year on year. Professionals in the design sector are able to tap into the great ideas coming 
out of the industry and apply them to their own design agendas, and continue to refer to Interior 
Designer and the Interior Design Yearbook as a source of inspiration to help in making informed 
purchasing decisions.

Our professional readership includes interior 
designers, architects and product designers, as 
well as those working in the hospitality sector, 
on private residences and commercial projects 
such as public buildings, galleries and offices. 
Furthermore, readers can access the ID app via 
Apple or Android. 

The Interior Design Yearbook is available in 
two editions, providing a valuable source 
of information for the year for professionals 
and consumers. The consumer edition of 
the yearbook is available through WHSmith 
stores and is published in January. Within the 
consumer yearbook we reach an audience that 
aspires to work in the industry, as well as those 
looking to appoint a professional designer in 
their upcoming projects.

Target Readership Profile
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Who’s reading 
Interior 
Designer?

Reader testimonials
“A benchmark for the industry, Interior 
Designer is a valued resource thanks to its 
news on the latest launches and trends  
and we’re delighted to regularly  
feature in its pages!”
Natalia Miyar, Natalia Miyar

“The strength of Interior Designer is 
evident in the quality of its contributors 
and editorial focus.  We run a busy practice 
but always make time to look at where 
Interior Designer sees the industry heading. 
It’s an important resource for our practice 
and we are always pleased to be asked to 
contribute our opinion.”
Staffan Tollgard, Creative Director,  
Staffan Tollgard Design Group

“It is a great publication for keeping up 
with the latest developments in the 
industry, reading about our peers and 
being informed about new products. The 
publication also has exceptional reach 
within the industry and has been a very 
valuable vehicle for gaining exposure and 
introducing our brand to a wider audience.”
Mark Bithrey, Design Director,  
B3 Designers

•  Professional interior designers

•  Architects  

•  Interior design educators

•  Members of the BIID (British Institute of Interior Design) 

•  Head offices of major hotel, spa and 

   restaurant chains in the UK

•  Contract specialists 

•  Student designers (undergraduate and postgraduate)

• Product designers and manufacturers

Beautiful interiors featured inside

Editorial features

News
News pages feature a round up of the 
latest developments in the interiors world, 
including appointments and new project 
contracts. Diary dates of upcoming events 
also feature.

Project In Detail
Project In detail includes a plethora of 
distinct design projects completed by 
some of the industry’s best designers. Flick 
through the pages to discover who has 
designed the five star hotels lining London’s 
streets or private residencies tucked away 
in the countryside.

Shortlist and Design Edit
The Shortlist is a cherry-picked selection 
of products straight from the editor’s desk, 
highlighting some of the most beautifully 
crafted products in the industry. The Design 
Edit takes a look at one company every 
issue and the products in its portfolio.

Designer Profile/Interview
Each issue we profile a designer whose 
work is renowned and synonymous with 
outstanding design. We discover details of 
their design past, present and future plans.

Ask The Designer
A panel of four designers are in  
the spotlight answering a topical  
industry question.

Showroom Showcase
Our editor travels around the hottest 
showroom spots, meeting with designers 
and discovering new and established 
showroom spaces, providing readers  
with a must-see list of hotspots in a  
variety of locations.

My Icon
Designers offer their thoughts on the 
designers who inspired their own careers.

Shortlist
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Shortlist

Shortlist.
Repeated many times before, here at ID HQ we love chairs and 

consider it an absolute miracle that we don’t, issue on issue, fill 

all of our shortlist spots with seating. It wouldn’t be hard; we are 

inundated with brilliant chair designs, some old classics, some 

new inventions, all brilliant in their own way. As it stands we try 

and highlight just one shortlisted chair per issue and this edition 

is the turn of SP01’s Anita, a sweet little seat in a gorgeous AW 

hue. What is it, plum, mulberry, roseberry? Answers on a postcard 

please. Also, completely soaked in festive spirit (Christmas cheer 

not actual sherry) we had to show some restraint and select just 

one bar/drinking trolley concept to bring to you. Buster + Punch 

presents ‘Popstar’ an evolution of its ‘Rockstar’ piece from last 

year. Popstar has everything your clients need to get the  

party started, we just hope they don’t spill red wine on  

the beautiful new carpets you specified for them.

Take a look at our Shortlist and if you think we are missing a trick 

and there is a brand or a specific product design we are yet to 

feature, get in touch and let us know. Jade.tilley@mediaone.co.uk 

NEW HORIZONS

This table is part of a family, which 

comes in three different sizes and 

with marble tops and ceramic or 

lacquer bases. When arranged 

together they appear as if planetary 

bodies in orbit. ID loves the teal 

edition, a lobe celestial being, cute 

as a button and perfectly formed.

se-collections.com

SP01 has made new additions to its furniture collection by award-winning Milan-

based studio, Metrica. Made up of ten pieces, which includes occasional chairs, 

armchairs, desks, benches and a sofa, the new pieces continue to feature the 

fine sculpted details and rigorous form for which SP01 has become known. SP01 

worked with Metrica to introduce luxurious satin metallic finishes such as pewter 

and brass and satin black steel. In many of the new pieces these satin metallics 

can be combined with marble, as well as stained or lacquered ash wood, to 

create a sense of depth and complexity. In the new iterations of the ‘Anita’, the 

original forms have been preserved yet adapted.

www.sp01design.com | @sp01design

metrica-milano.com 

ANITA LITTLE CONCEPT

St James Interiors, which provides a bespoke interior design and architectural design service 

has been busy creating stunning pieces for the design market. The Vithal Jesse desk is 

experimental in its approach, pushing boundaries in design and production.  Cutting each 

piece of wood to exactly the right size is very intricate, before shaping and joining each piece 

together. Founder Pritesh named the finished desk after his grandfather, Vithal, and wife, Jesse.

www.stjamesinteriors.com

A BEAUTIFUL NAMESAKE

Kristina Dam Studio presents The Curved Pouf. Sitting 

pretty in the designer’s own home, Curved Pouf is 

made of exclusive aniline leather and is a modern 

blend of aesthetic elegance and casual comfort, the 

Curved Pouf emphasises a simple form, producing an 

organic expression in furniture. A soft and simple look 

and design with maximum impact. 

kristinadam.dk

CURVED BY NAME, 

CURVED BY NATURE

Following the huge success of the ROCKSTAR bar, launched 

in 2013, Buster + Punch has revealed the evolutionary 

POPSTAR bar. Handmade from solid natural oak, the gin 

and cocktail bar is intended for those who intend to live life 

with conviction. The bar has a quilted leather back panel and 

features a knurled solid steel light fitting. Atop the bar sits a 

white marble ‘mixing’ platform, which is the stage for drink 

preparation and presentation. It is then finished with Buster + 

Punch’s signature steel coin screws, a knurled steel furniture 

handle and a diamond-etched steel logo plate. 

Busterandpunch.com | @busterandpunch 

#busterandpunch

SO YOU WANNA BE A POPSTAR?

age of about six or seven, I was compelled and 

influenced by our travels and the hotels we got 

to stay in. I used to love sitting in all the chairs and 

touching the various materials used.

On one of our trips I turned to my mother and 

said, “I wish this hotel was mine because I would 

change this and this and this…” She advised me 

that owning a hotel was quite a big job but the 

idea that I could take something and change it to 

make it better was always in my mind.

I had a previous career as an account manager for 

a big international estate agent. I was constantly 

travelling (this was about 20 years ago) and we 

always flew business class and stayed in great 

hotels. I was very lucky, we would take clients out 

to these amazing bars and restaurants so I got to 

experience a lot of brilliant design and amazing 

spaces from my earlier career. 

My mum always said I was a child that needed to 

touch and feel things, even my clothes. She once 

bought me some jeans but I had to feel the denim 

before I was happy with them. Even now, I love to 

touch fabrics and even polished plaster. 

WHERE DID YOU STUDY DESIGN  

AND WHAT DID YOU SPECIALISE IN? 

Design is my second career so after I made the 

decision to move on I studied at KLC. While I was 

still working as an account manager I also worked, 

on the side, for a company, helping to design 

furniture. I got busier and busier and realised 

that I didn’t know much about the industry, even 

though I was working within it. I signed up for my 

diploma in interior design and that was the start of 

it all. I loved being at KLC. I studied there around 

2004/2005, which seems like a lifetime ago now.

HOW HAS DESIGN EDUCATION  

CHANGED SINCE YOU STUDIED?

I think that design has core principles and 

philosophies, and those haven’t really changed. 

What has changed is the lack of hand drawing 

we now witness as everyone is using AutoCAD 

or VectorWorks (VectorWorks isn’t as commonly 

used in the States). I think, studying now, you learn 

much more of the environmental impact of design. 

It is more taught, whereas we really didn’t learn 

much about it.

The Internet as well has it’s role to play. Everything 

is so ‘Google-able’. We find that much more of the 

work now comes to us as opposed to us going out 

and finding it. It’s a shame as I like that process of 

going out and sourcing things, meeting people in 

the process. As part of my work I make an effort 

to go out and do that regularly, to keep in contact 

and not lose that value of face-to-face interaction. 

It actually drives me a little crazy when I hear the 

phrase “I’ve emailed them”. There is so much value 

in going out and seeing people, or even picking up 

the phone and making a call. We mustn’t lose that 

in our digital age.

WHAT ARE THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS  

YOU LOOK FOR WHEN BRINGING  

NEW TALENT INTO YOUR STUDIO?

I have a studio of six people. When you meet 

people for the first time (during interviewing or 

otherwise) it’s hard to know what you’re going 

to get in practice, but I do think that passion and 

commitment are highly prioritised for me. Interior 

design is a really hard job, a lot of people don’t 

see that. You have to be so personal with clients, 

while at the same time running a business and 

being a creative. We must understand our clients’ 

ways of living and have to be able to work across 

a multitude of different styles. 

For each individual that we work with we must 

understand how they live and develop a trust 

with them. Being personal makes the process so 

much easier as they learn to trust you and your 

instinct for what will work for them. As designers, 

we’re trying to bring their visions to life, whilst 

simultaneously pushing to discover more and 

reveal elements that the client maybe hadn’t  

even considered themselves. 

WHAT KIND OF DESIGNER DID YOU ASPIRE  

TO BE AND WHO ARE YOUR INSPIRATIONS?

I’m not really a designer that specialises in a 

particular kind of style. Of course, I have my own 

style, which is reflected in my own home, but  

we work across a broad spectrum of styles  

for our clients. 

Having said this, I love Kit Kemp. Whatever she 

does/touches, she brings to life. Kit has  

somewhat of a style but she varies it and  

makes it effortless every time. She is a  

huge inspiration to me.

I really cannot handle houses where you feel as 

though you can’t even sit down or let the children 

Birgit ‘Bee’ Klein is the founder of Birgit Klein Interiors, a Los Angeles, 

New York and London based interior design firm.

Born and raised in Germany, and a longtime London resident, Bee’s 

European background serves as a foundational blueprint for her 

residential and commercial projects. Her global experience, coupled with 

European connections and comprehension of the international design 

landscape, provides Bee with a unique perspective to personalised design.

Bee is renowned for stylishly mixing old and new, utilising sophisticated 

monochromatic colour palettes and sourcing unique furniture and 

accessories from abroad. Bee opened her first design studio in London in 

2006 and expanded to Los Angeles in 2009. In 2014, she opened an East 

Coast outpost in The Hamptons. Klein’s international presence allows for 

complete collaboration with clients nationally and internationally. 

WHAT IS YOUR EARLIEST MEMORY OF  

DESIGN HAVING AN IMPACT ON YOU?

I grew up as part of a family who travelled a lot. My highlight of every 

trip would be the hotel we stayed in or the restaurant we ate at and I 

always asked to know where we were staying ahead of getting there. I 

wanted to know what everything looked and felt like. My mother might 

book somewhere that had a better location but I was always obsessed 

by the look of places. Both of my parents were pharmacists, so not very 

creative (although my father can draw beautifully) but somehow, from the 

JADE TILLEY TALKS TO BIRGIT ‘BEE’ KLEIN ABOUT HER TACTILE  

APPROACH TO DESIGN AND LEAVING HER HEART IN EUROPE

D E S I G N E R  P R O F I L E  

BIRGIT KLEIN

Birgit Klein
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Designer Profile

with trellis wall and plant boxes.
A seRené palette sets the overall tone with limestone flooring and muted walls used throughout the three spaces, whilst feature planting adds a layer of energy and animation. Texture and colour are also introduced through an eclectic mix of furniture and fabrics. Banquet seating with piped bolster cushions, large L-shaped sofas and natural rattan armchairs are combined with timber folding screens, Amalfi lanterns and antique terracotta pots to create a vibrant yet intimate atmosphere, reminiscent of a grand stately home.

The Palm Court offers both afternjon tea and into Autum/Winer, has extended its hours to offer up a classic statement gin trolley and botanically-infused cocktails.
Tara Bernerd & Partners prides itself on its intelligent approach to interior space-planning and design. Bernerd and her team strive to create a feeling of authenticity within each property by establishing a distinct design DNA that is true to both the location and the people who will make it their home. The Principal and the Palm Court within are simply stunning examples of what can be achieved by Tara and her team, when heart of place is considered and attention to design of the past to create spaces for the future is employed.www.tarabernerd.com

Tara Bernerd & Partners has been lead creative for the interior architecture and design of  The Principal London. 

The studio’s design scope fro the project included the hotel’s lobby and public spaces, 334 bedrooms and suites, and the Palm Court.  
Interior Designer magazine reported on this beautiful renovation earlier in 2018 and now we have imagery to show you the sensational revival of the Palm Court and the temptation was just too much to resist.

Situated at the very heart of the hotel, the Palm Court has been envisioned by TBP as the building’s all-important social-lifestyle hub: a 

place for meeting, socialising and relaxing. Several renovations throughout the years meant that the space had become boxed-off as meeting rooms in its most recent guise. However, upon discovering the history of the Palm Court and its original glory, Bernerd and her team set out to re-open and  re-imagine the space, harking back to its heyday era whilst also embracing a modern twist. The result is an urban oasis in the heart of central London. Of this specific element of the project, Tara Bernerd commented, “The Palm Court merges notions of the old Bloomsbury set with the new revival of the area; a homage to the past with authentic materials and fabrics, combined with a modern aesthetic: striking bronze Crittall doors, 

statement lighting and bespoke furniture. I want the Palm Court, and indeed the hotel as a whole, to be a place where guests and locals never want to leave; where the energy embraces you and you feel welcomed and at home.” 
Working with EPR Architects, the team 
reconfigured the existing floorplan to open and optimise the space, and reinstated some of the building’s original ceiling design with glass laylight to create an open-air feel.

To one side of the main room, an outdoor courtyard has been created by introducing glass crittall walls and a double-sided fireplace. Whilst at the other end, crittall doors open to a  
separate winter garden complete  

I N  D E T A I L 
 

PALM COURT
THE PALM COURT, SET WITHIN THE PRINCIPAL, LONDON, HAS BEEN DESIGNED BY  
TARA BERNERD & PARTNERS AND OFFERS A LITTLE SLICE OF OLD BLOOMSBURY

Palm Court

In Detail
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The Andrew Martin International Interior 

Designer of the Year Award is synonymous  

with style, flair and an ability to select the  

most talented of designers for its  

annual award giving. 

 

interior designer has long been a fan of the awards 

and the Andrew Martin Review. In fact anything 

that Founder, Martin Waller, touches seems to turn 

to design gold, so we follow his work with interest.

This year, the 22nd International Award year, 

Martin and his prestigious judging panel selected 

Ohara Davies-Gaetano as the winner. Martin said 

of her work, “Ohara demonstrates a masterclass of 

multifaceted character, studded with immaculately 

assembled textures from all over the world. Her 

work sculpts a world of lines and curves, which are 

both joyous and original.”

Ohara’s work combines the diaphanous freshness 

of the quintessential LA aesthetic, with the gravitas 

and depth of European style. With a heavy use of 

natural materials and raw finishes, Davies-Gaetano 

creates spaces that feel intimate, uncontrived, and 

with a reserved sense of occasion.

 A PRESTIGIOUS  

PLATFORM FOR DESIGN

THE ANDREW MARTIN INTERNATIONAL INTERIOR DESIGNER OF THE YEAR AWARD HAS 

CROWNED ANOTHER WORTHY WINNER, OHARA DAVIES-GAETANO

The greats of interior design gathered at Tony 

Duquette’s Dawnridge Estate in LA at the start 

of November to celebrate the 22nd anniversary 

of both the Andrew Martin International Interior 

Designer of the Year Award and the Interior Design 

Review book. 

Founded in 1996, the 

award sees an exemplary 

designer honoured 

each year. The awards, 

referred to as the ‘Oscars 

of the Interior Design 

world’ have become the 

most prestigious platform 

for interior designers 

from across the world. 

Previous winners include 

Nicholas Haslam, Kelly 

Hoppen, Kit Kemp, and Erin Martin. 

This year’s judges were actress and fashion 

designer, Elizabeth Hurley and fashion, lifestyle 

and interior designer, Matthew Williamson. 

Elizabeth Hurley commented, “For me, Ohara 

I N D U S T R Y  A W A R D S

Davies-Gaetano’s interiors are timeless and 

elegant. I could absolutely live in one of the homes 

she has designed. She is the clear winner and 

instantly my favourite.” 

Matthew Williamson believes there is a sense 

of poetry about Davies-Gaetano’s 

projects, saying, “Ohara Davies-

Gaetano was my ultimate favourite 

because she goes beyond the basic 

steps of interior design. Her interiors 

create an emotive response with a 

rustic aged quality and pared back 

refined poetry to them. I loved every 

image, every corner. In my opinion 

she was the hands down winner.”

Ohara Davies-Gaetano reflected 

on her win, “When I found out that 

I won, I was in utter disbelief. My 

design idols are among the list of past recipients 

of the Andrew Martin Design Award, so to now 

be included amongst such incredible talent, is an 

absolute dream come true. I am over the moon 

with gratitude and truly humbled by this amazing 

 I put my heart  
and soul into 
my work and 

to be awarded 
this incredible 

recognition is truly 
remarkable and  

an honor that  
I will cherish for  

all my life.” 

“

Ohara Davies-Gaetano

Ohara Davies-Gaetano
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Andrew Martin International

The Interior Design Review, the 

‘bible of interior design’, has 

become a cultural catalogue 

of design, illustrating social and 

political movements as well as 

cultural lifestyles over the last 

two decades. With over 1000 

colour photographs, the annual 

publication marks out the world’s 

greatest interior designers, 

showcasing their works on a 

global stage. 

THE INTERIOR 
DESIGN REVIEW

recognition. I put my heart and soul into my work 

and to be awarded this incredible recognition is 

truly remarkable and an honor that I will cherish for 

all my life.

 “I am such a fan of the Andrew Martin Review 

that when I learned that I could enter my work, I 

jumped at the opportunity to share my vision and 

my aesthetic. I find so much inspiration from the 

world of design and all the talent that is out there, 

so I really wanted to contribute my vision within 

the Review and of course I prayed that I might 

have a shot at winning.”

Winning the Andrew Martin International Interior 

Designer of the Year Award is a life-changing 

and value-altering experience, with winners citing 

the accolade years after their respective award 

ceremonies. Erin Martin, the winner of the 2017 

award, said, “The first Interior Design Review by 

Andrew Martin changed the way I look at design. 

To be included in a list with my heroes is humbling. 

Winning makes me want to create.”

www.AndrewMartin.co.uk

As the Principal Designer 

of Ohara Davies-Gaetano 

Interiors, Ohara embodies a 

natural and artful approach 

to design. Growing up within 

a family of artists in New York 

City, Ohara began her study of 

art and design at a young age. 

Ohara continued to pursue 

her studies through extensive 

travel, observing and absorbing 

the world around her. Now 

a resident of Laguna Beach, 

California, Ohara offers her 

clients a timeless, unique and 

personal design experience. 

Ohara Davies-Gaetano Interiors 

has offices in Los Angeles, 

California and Corona del 

Mar, California. Providing 

comprehensive residential 

interior design services, Ohara’s 

portfolio includes a diverse range 

of project scope and genre of 

design, new construction design, 

renovations, and re-imagination  

of existing spaces.

OHARA 
DAVIES-GAETANO 
INTERIORS



Collaboration with designers is  
the key to creative success

Interiors Designer prides itself on its excellent relationships with interior design professionals, 
working collaboratively with designers from a variety of disciplines within the industry.

Contributors

Tim Mutton Ed Ng Katharine Pooley Maurizio Pellizzoni

Natalia Miyar Staffan Tollgard Inge Moore Jo Littlefair

Laura Hammett Nicky Dobree Ros Wilson Sophie Paterson

Thomas Griem Martin Brudnizki Simon Rawlings Tara Bernerd

David Rockwell Kelly Hoppen Alix Lawson Christopher Jenner

Features List 2020-21
The spotlight features cover a variety of 
products, projects and design disciplines. 
Within each issue we aim to highlight some of 
the best designs in the industry and showcase 
how they are being applied successfully within 
designers’ projects. The issues are broken 
down into specialised features, which are 
complimented by our regular spots including 
industry news, product innovations and all 
the highlights from the shows in the design 
calendar. There is also an editor’s choice 
selection, which is curated per issue, giving 
new talent the chance to showcase their work.

DECEMBER – JANUARY 2021
•  Bathrooms
•  Lighting & Heating
•  Bar & Restaurant Design
   
FEBRUARY – MARCH 2021
•  Decorative Accessories
•  Paint, Paper & Wallcoverings
•  Office Design & co-working spaces
   
APRIL – MAY 2021
•  Furnishings, Fabrics & Textiles
•  Kitchens
•  Hospitality Design
   
JUNE – JULY 2021
•  Furniture
•  Flooring
•  Interior Architecture
   
AUGUST – SEPTEMBER 2021
•  Garden Design & Outdoor Furniture 
•  Surfaces
•  Private Residential Design
   
OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2021
•  Architectural Ironmongery
•  Home Automation & Tech
•  Retail Design



Events 
& Media 
Coverage
The interior design 
events calendar is 
always bursting with 
activity and Interior 
Designer works with 
many of the shows 
throughout the year, 
attending events and 
increasing our industry 
presence in the  
media galleries. 

Heimtextil, Frankfurt

Maison et Objet, Paris

Decorative Antiques 

& Textiles Fair, 

London

Spatex

Surface Design 

Show, London

Spring Fair, London

Ambiente, Frankfurt

Salone 

Internazionale  

Del Mobile, Milan

Clerkenwell  

Design Week, 

London

Design Miami, 

Switzerland + Miami

New Designers, 

London

LAPADA, Art & 

Antiques Fair, 

London

London Design 

Festival

Decorex 

International, 

Olympia

100% Design, 

Olympia

designjunction, 

London

London Design Fair 

(TENT London & 

Superbrands)

Restaurant & Bar 

Design Show, 

Olympia

Sleep Event,  

Olympia

Domotex,  

Hannover

Multiple platforms enable our readers 
to engage with the magazine and its 

contents, anytime, anywhere

Online, on Digital 
Edition, App and 
via Social Media 
interiordesignermagazine.co.uk is our daily 
source of news and information, containing 
some of our feature highlights and projects 
from around the globe. The magazine is 
available to view via our ‘read magazine’ tab, 
with live links taking readers directly to the 
source of information they need.
Interior Designer is available to download 
via our App from the app store. By 
searching for ‘Interior Designer Magazine’ 
and downloading the app, our readers are 
able to access news 24 hours a day. The 
new editions are uploaded every other 
month so you can keep up-to-date with all 
the industry happenings while on the go.
Twitter and Instagram provide an interactive 
connection with our readers and followers. 
This enables us to extend our global 
reach and create a positive and thought-
provoking dialogue with our digital readers.

In print, online 
and by app!
Readers of the magazine are able 
to access the publication through 
a variety of platforms. The bi-
monthly publication is available 
on subscription for professional 
designers and is available to pick 
up at many of the UK design 
shows throughout the year. The 
magazine is also available to 
download as a digital publication 
through the app store, can be 
read online  
via our website 
interiordesignermagazine.co.uk 
and followed on Twitter and 
Instagram - @IDTmagazine

TWITTER FOLLOWERS
Nearly 7,000

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
Over 3,000

APP INSTALLS
Over 32,000 people have 
downloaded the app to their 
device

HITS PER MONTH
Over 3331

PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH
Over 2135

UNIQUE VISITORS PER MONTH
Over 750



Advertiser 
Testimonials

Display 1 3 6

Front Cover £3120         ----             ----
IFC £2970 £2675 £2375
IBC £2430 £2190 £1945
OBC £3120 £2810 £2495
DPS £3120 £2810 £2495
Full page colour £1795 £1615 £1435
2/3 page colour £1065 £955 £855
1/3 page colour £635 £570 £510

Product placement (colour separation charge)

1/3 page placement (150-180 words) £220
2/3 page placement (up to 300 words) £440
Full page placement (up to 500 words) £880
Double page placement (up to 1000 words) £1650

Buyers Guide 1 3 6

Single panel £115 £110 £90
Double panel £205 £185 £155
Triple panel £270 £245 £210
Quad panel £325 £290 £250

Magazine Advertising

Online Advertising
Digital per month

Premium Banner £540
Product Profile £520
Skyscraper Position £500
HTML Eshot £1950

Series booking discount
The prices shown for the three and six series bookings
all incur a discount on reflection of the block booking.
For a series booking of three there is a 10 per cent
discount and for a series booking of six it is 20 per cent.

Cancellation policy
Failure to supply advertisement copy in time for
publication does not constitute a cancellation, and you
will still be charged for the booked space. A minimum of
28 days written notice, prior to the published copy

deadline, must be given to cancel any advertisement.  
A series booking which attracted a series discount must
run for a minimum of 50 per cent of the total number of
issues booked, or any discount given will be re-charged
at our published rate card prices. 

Terms of business
All orders are strictly subject to Media One
Communications Limited terms and conditions. 
A copy is available on request. 
Copyright 2016 all rights reserved.
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“We have worked closely with Interior 
Designer for a few years now and what we 
have always loved about the magazine is 
how it aligns perfectly with where we  
look to position our own brand in the 
market. The look and feel of the  
magazine exudes quality in a  
subtle way, just the way we like it.”
Richard McGrail, Commercial Director, 
Armac Martin.

“Jade and the team are a delight to deal 
with - organised and insightful with a deep 
understanding of the industry they are open 
to ideas and angles that are relevant to our 
discerning clients.” 
Frederick Fischer, managing director, 
Lalique UK.

“As a decorative wiring accessories 
manufacturer, Interior Designer is an 
effective media outlet for reaching and 
raising awareness of our solutions amongst 
designers who value quality, from overall 
design concept through to finishing touches. 
The team is helpful and supportive, and we 
value our growing relationship with the title 
and its audience.”  
Gavin Williams, Head of Marketing,  
Hamilton Litestat.

•  Furniture brands and makers

•  Upholsterers  

•  Flooring specialists

•  Architectural ironmongery specialists 

•  Lighting designers

•  Bathroom designers and fitters 

•  Surface designers

• Decorative accessory suppliers

Who’s advertising  
in Interior Designer?



Advertising
Width x Height (mm)

Bleed Trim Type

DPS 456x303 450x297 420x262
Full page 231x303 225x297 195x262
2/3 page (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x172
1/3 page (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x81

Buyers’ Guide
Bleed Trim Type

Single Panel n/a n/a 57x43
Double Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x96
Double Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 126.5x43
Triple Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x148.5
Triple Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x43
Quad Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x201
Quad Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 126.5x96

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
Media One is a Mac based company and is compatible with: Quark Xpress, Photoshop and
Illustrator. We can also accept the following file types: EPS, TIFF, JPEG, PDF

Supplying Artwork
• Sent via email (up to 10mb), FTP, WeTransfer, Dropbox and HighTail
• Images will need to be supplied as CMYK, 300dpi, TIFF or JPEG file format
• Any Illustrator files will need to be supplied with fonts converted to outlines
• Fonts will need to be embedded or converted to outlines before supplying us with your artwork
• PDF artwork needs to be to a print standard
• We can not accept artwork produced in Word

Artwork to be created by us
• All text will need to be supplied checked by yourself either as an email or .txt file in Word.
• Images will need to be supplied as CMYK, 300dpi, TIFF, EPS or JPEG file format. (We can not

accept images from the web as these can not be used in print.)
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Advertising 
Width x Height (mm)

DPS
Full page
1/2 page (Portrait)
1/2 page (Landscape)
2/3 page (Landscape)
1/3 page (Landscape)

Buyers’ Guide

Single Panel
Double Panel (Portrait)
Double Panel (Landscape)
Triple Panel ( Portrait)
Triple Panel (Landscape)
Quad Panel ( Portrait)
Quad Panel (Landscape)

Advertising 
Width x Height (mm)
Bleed

426x296
216x296
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Buyers’ Guide
Bleed

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Advertising 
Width x Height (mm)
Type

400x260
182x260
95x260
182x125
182x170
182x82

Buyers’ Guide
Type

57x43
57x96
126.5x43
57x148.5
195x43
57x201
126.5x96

Advertising
Width x Height (mm)

Bleed Trim Type

DPS 456x303 450x297 420x262
Full page 231x303 225x297 195x262
2/3 page (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x172
1/3 page (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x81

Buyers’ Guide
Bleed Trim Type

Single Panel n/a n/a 57x43
Double Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x96
Double Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 126.5x43
Triple Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x148.5
Triple Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 195x43
Quad Panel (Portrait) n/a n/a 57x201
Quad Panel (Landscape) n/a n/a 126.5x96

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
Media One is a Mac based company and is compatible with: Quark Xpress, Photoshop and
Illustrator. We can also accept the following file types: EPS, TIFF, JPEG, PDF

Supplying Artwork
• Sent via email (up to 10mb), FTP, WeTransfer, Dropbox and HighTail
• Images will need to be supplied as CMYK, 300dpi, TIFF or JPEG file format
• Any Illustrator files will need to be supplied with fonts converted to outlines
• Fonts will need to be embedded or converted to outlines before supplying us with your artwork
• PDF artwork needs to be to a print standard
• We can not accept artwork produced in Word

Artwork to be created by us
• All text will need to be supplied checked by yourself either as an email or .txt file in Word.
• Images will need to be supplied as CMYK, 300dpi, TIFF, EPS or JPEG file format. (We can not

accept images from the web as these can not be used in print.)
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216mm wide
x 296mm high
(with bleed)

182mm wide
x 82mm high

182mm wide
x 170mm high

Single Panel
57mm wide 
x 43mm high

Buyers’ Guide Data

Double Panel
57mm wide 
x 96mm high
or
126.5mm wide 
x 43mm high

Triple Panel
57mm wide 
x 148.5mm high
or
195mm wide 
x 43mm high

Quad Panel
57mm wide 
x 201mm high
or 
126.5mm wide 
x 96mm high

Bleed 
231mm x 303mm

Trim
225mm x 297mm

Type 
195mm x 262mm

195mm x 81mm

195mm x 172mm

FLOORING

FENCING

FURNITURE GALLERIES

GLASS

FLOORING

FENCING

FURNITURE GALLERIES

GLASS

FURNITURE GALLERIES

FLOORING

FENCING GLASS

57mm 
x43mm

57mm 
x96mm

126.5mm 
x43mm

57mm x 
148.5mm

195mm 
x43mm

FLOORING

FENCING GLASS

126.5mm 
x96mm

57mm 
x201mm

FURNITURE

Full Page
231mm wide 
x 303mm high
(with bleed)

Advertising Data

1/3 Page 
Landscape
195mm wide 
x 81mm high

2/3 Page 
Landscape
195mm wide 
x 172mm high

MECHANICAL 
INFORMATION
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95mm wide
x 260mm high

182mm wide
x 125mm high

Full Page 1/2 Page  
(Portrait)

1/2 Page  
(Landscape)

2/3 Page 1/3 Page 

Single Panel
57mm wide 
x 43mm high

Buyers’ Guide Data

Double Panel
57mm wide 
x 96mm high
or
126.5mm wide 
x 43mm high

Triple Panel
57mm wide 
x 148.5mm high
or
195mm wide 
x 43mm high

Quad Panel
57mm wide 
x 201mm high
or 
126.5mm wide 
x 96mm high

Bleed 
231mm x 303mm

Trim
225mm x 297mm

Type 
195mm x 262mm

195mm x 81mm

195mm x 172mm

FLOORING

FENCING

FURNITURE GALLERIES

GLASS

FLOORING

FENCING

FURNITURE GALLERIES

GLASS

FURNITURE GALLERIES

FLOORING

FENCING GLASS

57mm 
x43mm

57mm 
x96mm

126.5mm 
x43mm

57mm x 
148.5mm

195mm 
x43mm

FLOORING

FENCING GLASS

126.5mm 
x96mm

57mm 
x201mm

FURNITURE

Full Page
231mm wide 
x 303mm high
(with bleed)

Advertising Data

1/3 Page 
Landscape
195mm wide 
x 81mm high

2/3 Page 
Landscape
195mm wide 
x 172mm high

MECHANICAL 
INFORMATION
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Contacts

Interior Designer is published by 
Media One Communications Ltd.

1 Accent Park  
Bakewell Road 
Orton Southgate 
Peterborough 
PE2 6XS

01733 385300
info@mediaone.co.uk
www.mediaone.co.uk
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